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On the Three-Dimensional Transformations founded on
the Twisted Cubic and its Chord System.

By Dr J. F. TINTO.

(Read and Received 10th March 1916).

SECTION I.

The base transformations which transform the chord system of one
twisted cubic into the chord system of another.

§ 1. We shall suppose that there are two distinct spaces denoted
by (1) and (2) containing twisted cubics 23 and 23' respectively.

An endless series of bi-rational point transformations exists,
each of which has the property of transforming a chord of 23 into
a unique chord of 23', and vice versa.

In all, except the first, a finite number of chords exists (the
number depending on the order of the transformation) which have
no unique correspondents, but an infinite number constituting a
rational ruled surface. Such chords will be referred to as funda-
mental (F-) chords.

The order of the general transformation of the series is 2p - 1,
where p is any positive integer. The case p = 1 is a collineation in
which 23 and 23' are corresponding curves, p = 2 gives a cubic
transformation having 3 ^"-chords of first order, 23, 23' being
/"-curves of order 1. We shall say that a chord (or the cubic
itself) is of order r when its corresponding surface is of order
2r. This is the case of paramount importance, since all the
others can be derived from it. p = 3 gives a quintic trans-
formation having 5 ^-chords in each space, one being of order
2 and four of order 1, whilst 23, 23' are ^"-curves of order 2. This
transformation is the product of two cubic transformations of
type p = 2.

Generally the transformation of order 1p - 1 can be derived by
applying in succession transformations of type p = 2. I t will be
denoted by Tip_v
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§ 2. Consider a cubic transformation having 3 ^"-chords,

iA. i 4 . 1̂ 3 in (1) and ,£, ' , XL«', XL3' in (2).

It can be built up by means of pencils of planes through
1L1, xLit XL3 projectively related to pencils of planes through
•Jj-l, XL^ , jL-J respectively.

Corresponding to a point on XLX we get a line meeting
,//,', XL3', 23' and corresponding to 1L1 as a whole, a conicoid
determined uniquely by XL^, XL3, 2,'.

This conicoid may be regarded as generated by chords of 23'
which intersect any one of the lines meeting XL,^, XL3, 2,'. We
may therefore look upon XLX as having for its correspondent an
infinite number of chords which constitute a ruled surface of the
second order.

Corresponding to a point on 23 we get a line intersecting
!.£,', ,Z2', XL3 and corresponding to 23 as a whole, the conicoid
uniquely determined by ,.£,', XL%, XL3.

A line of space (I) in general transforms into a twisted cubic in
(2), which intersects XLX', XL^, XL3, 23' each in 2 points. I t follows
that any chord of 23 (with the exception of the ^-chords) trans-
forms into a unique chord of 23', and conversely.

Let a point P in (1) describe a line; the chords through P
generate a rational ruled quartic surface having 2, as double curve.
This quartic transforms into a rational ruled octic in (2), having 2,'
as curve of multiplicity 4, and ,.£/, ,£3', XL3' as double lines.

We therefore have what may be called a quadratic transforma-
tion between the chord systems of 23, 23' regarded as two
dimensional systems of lines. I t can be built up directly by means
of pencils of conicoids through (XLX, 23), (XL2, 23), (XL3, 23) pro-
jectively related to pencils through d-Z/,', iV), dL.J, 23'), etc.,
respectively. I t is of interest to note that in this two-dimensional
geometry the primary element is a chord, and the secondary a
conicoid through the cubic. Any projected theorem in ordinary
plane geometry can be transferred to this system by changing the
names point, line, curve of order r, into chord, conicoid, ruled sur-
face of order 1r respectively. The principle of duality also applies ;
indeed, so far as projective properties are concerned, the two
geometries may be regarded as identical.
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§ 3. We can now form the product of successive cubic trans-
formations. To do this we imagine that there are q spaces, each
containing one i^-twisted cubic and no other 7'7-curve.

Applying a cubic transformation between (1) and (2), and then
between (2) and (3), and so on, we can obtain by proper choice of
the JP-chords a transformation of order 2p - 1 between the first and
last spaces, which possesses the property of transforming a chord of
23 into a chord of 2,'.

We shall suppose that there are u, ^'-chords of order i where i,
as will be shown presently, may have any value from 1 to p — \.
These chords will be denoted by tLr (r = 1, 2, ... a().

Corresponding to a point on ,Lr we get a curve of order i
rational since it is obtained by successive transformations of a line.
It must lie on a ruled surface of order 2i, rational also, since it is
obtained by successive transformations of a conicoid. This ruled
surface, which can be regarded as generated by cliords of 23', is the
correspondent of tLr. It has 2./ as a curve of multiplicity i, and
will be denoted by ,<%.

Corresponding to a point on - 3 we get a rational curve of order
p - 1 meeting U3' in p - 2 points, and corresponding to 23 as a
whole, a rational surface of order 2 (p - 1) which has — 3' as curve
of multiplicity p-2. Since the cross-ratio of four points on a
chord of -/3 is unaltered by the cubic transformation, the same
result will be true of ?'2/1_i.

§4. A rational ruled quartic in (1) having 23 as double curve is
transformed by 7'3j,_, into a rational ruled surface of order 4pt

having S3' as curve of multiplicity 2p, and tLr' as lfne of multi-
plicity 2i. These surfaces will be denoted by St, Sip'.

Any plane section of »S'4;,' is a curve of order ip having 3 nodes of
order 2p and a.t nodes of order 2i. I t must be unicursal. For
choose two arbitrary planes, ir and ir', in (1) and (2) respectively,
ir cuts S4 in a unicursal plane quartic, and since to each generator
of <S'4 there corresponds in general a unique generator of S^', we can
establish a (1 — 1) point correspondence between the two plane
curves. The section of Sip' must, therefore, be unicursal. T^_^ in
fact establishes between the points of the planes ir and ir' a Cremona
transformation of order ip.
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For corresponding to a line in r- we get a unicursal curve of
order 4p in TT'. The /"-points of this plane transformation are of
course the meets of the /"-chords and of the cubics 23, 23' with
•K and 7r'.. If 23 and 23' meet TT and ir' in ABC, A'B'C respectively,
the lines AB, BC, CA, A'B', B'C, C'A' are /"lines of the first order,
and the corresponding points /"-points of the same order. If the
chord Jjr meet TT in {Dr, the correspondent of tDr is a unicursal
curve of order 2t, which is a plane section of JS,, the surface which
corresponds to tLr. The /"-surfaces corresponding to the /"-chords
are, therefore, such that any plane section is a unicursal curve.

^•p-i consequently establishes a transformation of order p
between the chord systems of 23, 23'. It follows that the trans-
formation of order p is the product of successive quadratic trans-
formations. We may, therefore, expect that the number and order
of the /"-chords is the same as the number and order of the /"-points
of a Cremona transformation of order p.

Forming the Cremona equations for the transformation of
order 4p between v and IT' we get

2as (2t)2 + 3 (2jt>)2 + 3 = (ipf - 1

and 2as 2i + 3 (2p) + 3 = 3(4^-1) ,

giving 2a( i
2 =p2 - 1 and 2a( i — 3 (p - 1),

which are the Cremona equations for a transformation of order p.
Our conclusion is therefore verified.

The result may be stated thus : Corresponding to any Cremona
transformation of order p between two plane systems, there exists
a space transformation of order 2p - 1 having twisted cubics 23, 2,'
as /"-curves of order p - 1 and as /"-lines, chords of these cubics
whose number and order is the same as the number and order of
the /"-points.

Since any Cremona transformation can be resolved into the
product of quadratic transformations, it follows that any space
transformation whose /"-curve system is composed only of a twisted
cubic and chords of that cubic, can be resolved into the product of
cubic transformations of type p = 2. The plane Cremona trans-
formations are in fact identical with the transformations of the
chord system of a twisted cubic. This we may regard as a conse-
quence of the remark at the end of § 2.
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§ 5. Two particular cases are of interest:—
(a) Suppose that the twisted cubics 23, 23' are degenerate and

composed of a line a^, oV and a conic 22, 2a', the line meeting the
conic in 1 point.

If P describe a line in (1), the chords through it generate a
rational ruled cubic <S3, having ô  as double line and 22 as simple
curve. This transforms into a rational surface of order ip - 1,
Sip_i having 22' as curve of multiplicity 2p-l, cr/ as line of
multiplicity 2p, and fLr as line of multiplicity 2t. The Cremona
transformation between planes IT and it is now of order 4 p - l .
There is one F-point of order 2p, two of order 2p - 1, at of order 2t
(i= 1, 2, ... p- 1), and two of order 1. The number and order of
the ^-chords are the same as before.

(6) Suppose that the conic 23 is also degenerate and composed
of two lines cr2, <r3, only one of which (say cr2) intersects cr,
When P describes a line in (1), the chords through it (meeting
a-,, <r3) generate a conicoid through cr,, cr,. This transforms into
a rational ruled Slp_2, having cr,', <r3' as lines of multiplicity 2p — 1
and cr2' as line of multiplicity 1p - 2. The Cremona transformation
is of order 4p -2 , and has two i^-points of order 1p - 1, one of
order 2p-2, a{ of order 2t (i= 1, 2, ... p- 1), and one of order 1.
The number and order of the /^-chords are as before.

Superposed Spaces.

§ 6. Involutive Base Transformations.

The spaces (1) and (2) may be considered not as separate but
as one space. Suppose 23, 23' to coincide, and let tLr coincide
with tLr' for all values of i and r. The transformation T^_x can
now be completely involutive. The transformation of the chord
system into itself will, in this case, be also completely involutive.
Such a transformation can possess a surface of self-corresponding
chords. The following involutive transformation is analogous to
a de Jonquieres transformation, which is perspective in character :—

Consider a ruled surface M of order 2p having a chord L of 23

as line of multiplicity p — 2 and 23 as a curve of multiplicity p.
Any conicoid of the pencil determined by L 23 meets this surface M
in two chords, R and S.

10 Vol. 34
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If \ be a chord, the conicoid uniquely determined by L X 2,
meets M in chords R and S, say, the harmonic conjugate X of A
with respect to R and S on this conicoid is taken to be the
involutive correspondent of X.

The order of the transformation is p, and the surface M is a
surface of self-corresponding chords.

Corresponding to a rational St we get a rational ruled Sip' having
L as line of multiplicity 2(p-\) and possessing .2 (p - 1) fixed
chords as double lines. The locus of the harmonic conjugates of L
with respect to M is a surface of order 2 (p - 1), which meets M in
the 2 (p - 1) fixed chords. This surface corresponds to L. L is a
/"-chord of order p— 1. Corresponding to each of the 2 (p - 1)
chords we get the conicoid through it and L 23. Such chords are
the remaining /"-chords of order 1.

SECTION II.

§ 7 The base transformations will now be used to build up
more general transformations which have the property of trans-
forming the chord system of 23 into the chord system of 23.

We shall suppose the base transformation to be of order 2jo — 1
and to have at /"-chords of order i where

i = p-l i=p - l

2 a i i 2 = p ! - l and 2 a ( i = 3 ( ^ - l ) .
i=l i=l

If a /"-curve of order i intersect a /"-chord of order j in
fly points, then

2 i^ij—pi and 2 /Ju = 3i— 1.
j=i i=\

The following theorem will be required frequently and will be
quoted as A.

If a rational surface of order 2m generated by chords of a
twisted cubic, which is a curve of multiplicity m on it, have a
rational space curve of order s on it meeting each generator once,
this curve must intersect the cubic in 2s - m points.

Further, two rational curves of orders r and s intersect in
r + s - 2m points.

Consider a surface of order {ip+ 2) n - (2p + 4) in (1) having
23 as a curve of multiplicity (p + 1) n - (p + 3) and a /"-chord tLr as
a line of multiplicity i (n - 1), where n is any integer.
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Transforming into (2) we get by Tip—1 a surface of order

- 2 2oit
1(n-l),

i = l

giving on reduction (2p + 2) n - (2p + 4).

The transformed surface is of the same order and precisely the
same nature as the original surface. They will be denoted by
JJP, JJP respectively.

,,UP contains 23' as a curve of multiplicity (p + 1) n - (p + 3) and
the .f-chords tLr' as lines of multiplicity i (n - 1).

The curve of order i corresponding to a point on {Lr' meets
JJP in i [(2p + 2) n - (2p + 4)] points. Of these i [(p + 1) n - (p + 3)]
lie on 23, and

2 /80i(w - 1) on the ^-chords.

But
2 ^ • i ( n - l ) = p t ( n - l ) >

hence the number of proper points of intersection is i(n- 1), and
hence jZr' is a line of multiplicity i (n - 1) on JJP'.

Let an arbitrary point P be taken in (1) and let e be the chord
of S3 through it. Let PJ and e' be the corresponding point, and
chord in (2). e meets ,,UP in two points E and S, and e' meets
JJp in the two corresponding points R' and S'. Let Po, P ' be
chosen on e, e' so that (P, Po, R, S) = (P/, P', R', S') = - 1. Since
the cross-ratio of 4 points on a chord is unaltered, P' corresponds
t e P o i n r ^ , .

In the new transformation we shall take P ' as the correspondent
of P. The correspondence is (1 - 1), and reversible.

The transformation to which it gives rise is reversible and of
order (2/> + 2 ) « - 3 .

Let P describe an arbitrary line in (1). Po describes the
harmonic locus of this line with respect to JJP, while P / describes
the correspondent of the line by Tip_x, namely, a curve of order
2p— 1. P' traces out the harmonic locus of this curve with respect
to nUP. These harmonic loci are corresponding curves in Tlp_1.

The harmonic locus described by Po is a curve of order
(2p + 2)n-(2p + 4:) + 3, i.e. (2p + 2) n - (2p+ 1),

and since it lies on a S4 it must meet 23 in
2 [(2p + 2)n-(2p+ 1)] - 2 points by A.
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Transforming by T.ip_x we get a curve of order

giving on reduction (2p + 2) n - 3.
This curve lies on a S4p', and it must by A meet 23' in

2 [(2p + 2) n - 3] - 2p points,
or (ip + 4) n - (2jt> -)- 6) points.
It must also intersect the chords 4i/r' in 1i points each. I t is
rational since the generators of Sip establish a (I - 1) corre-
spondence between its points and those of a plane section of Sip'.

Corresponding to a line in (2) we get, in the same way, a
rational curve of order (2p + 2) n - 3 meeting 23 in

(ip + 4) n - (2p + 6) points an tLr in 2i points.

§8. Tfie F-systems.
If a chord of 23 touch ,,UP, its corresponding chord will touch

HUp. Corresponding to any point on the first chord we get the
point of contact of the second, and vice versa. These chords are
therefore i^-lines of the transformation, and their points of contact
-^-points. The chords of 2a which touch HUP generate a ruled
.f-surface and their points of contact a incurve.

To find the order of the surface, we have to find the number of
tangent-chords which can btfdrawn from a point on 23 to UUP . This
number is (Ip + 2) n - (2p + 2), and consequently the order of the
surface is (4p + 4) n - (ip + 4). I t has 23 as a curve of multiplicity
(ip + 2) (n - 1), and tLr as line of multiplicity 2i (n - 1). I t will be
denoted by p Wn. The curve of contact with nUp is a curve of
order (2p + '2)n (n - 1), which will be denoted by p2u. It meets
23 in (2p + 2) (n - 1) (2n - 1) points and tLr in 2 i ( n - l ) points.
Its genus is (ip + 4) (n - 1)° - 6 (ra - 1) + 1.

23 and the /"-chords lLr are also fundamental for the new
transformation.

Corresponding to a point on tLr we get a rational curve of
order iu lying on a rational rSt of order 2i, meeting 23 in (2n -\)i
points, jLr' in fBtj points and p2,,' in the 2i (n - 1) fixed points, which
are the intersections of p2,/ with ,.<$>;.

Corresponding to tLr as a whole we get the surface rS,, having
23' as curve of multiplicity i and jLr' as line of multiplicity /8y.
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Corresponding to a point on 23 there is in general a rational
curve of order (p + l)n - 2 lying as a rational >S2?)' meeting 23' in
(2p + 2) n - (p + 4) points, tLJ in t points, and p~Su' in (2̂ > + 2) (re - 1)
points, which are the intersections of y2n' with S2p.

Corresponding to 23 as a whole we get a surface of order
(4p + 4) n - (2p + 6),

having 23' as curve of multiplicity (2p + 2) n — (p + 4), ,Z/ as line of
multiplicity i(2n - 1) and p2,,' as curve of multiplicity 2. I t will
be denoted by pVn'; since it is the locus of the rational curves
corresponding to the various points on 23 it is a rational surface.

It contains, in addition, (2p + 2) (n - 1) (2n — 1) lines corre-
sponding to the (2p + 2) ( n - 1) (2n - 1) points of intersection
of P2n with 23. For each of these points on 23 the corresponding
rational curve of order (p+ \)n - 2 is degenerate and composed of
a chord and a rational curve of order (p + 1) n — 1.

§ 9. The full statement of the transformation is now as follows :—
Corresponding to a line in (1) we get a rational curve of

order (2p + 2) n - 3 meeting 23' in (2p + 2)n- (2p + 6) points, tLr' in
2i points, and p2,/ in (4p + 4) (n - 1) points.

Corresponding to a plane in (1) we get a rational surface in
(2) of order (2p + 2) n ~ 3, having 23' as curve of multiplicity
(p + 1) n - 2, p"2n' as simple curve, and tLr' as line of multiplicity *„ .
Such a surface possesses (2p + 2) n (n - 1) + 3 lines.

§ 10. Suppose spaces (1) and (2) to be superposed, the i^-systems
being distinct from one another. Certain points will coincide with
their correspondents. These are the so-called double points.

The locus of the intersection of corresponding chords of 23 and
23' is a curve of order 4p+2, which intersects 23, 22' in Gp+2
points each and iLr, tLr' in 2i points each. If this curve meet vUn in
a point Q, this point must also lie on PUU', i.e. on the curve of inter-
section of these surfaces. The double points are therefore the
points on which the curve meets the intersection of pUtl, PUU'.

The number is

giving (ip + 4) n - 4. This is in accordance with the general prin-
ciple that if A be the order of a birational reversible space
transformation the number of double points is 2A.+ 2.
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Partially Involutive Transformations.

Suppose l\p_1 to be completely involutive with coincident
.^-systems. The number of double chords is p + 2, and on each of
these there lie two of the double points of T«p__r. If the surfaces

pUn, pUtl be distinct there are an infinite number of involutive
point pairs whose locus is a surface. The order of the surface is
(4p + 4) n - (ip + 6), and it has 23 (the common cubic) as curve of
multiplicity (2p + 2) n - {2p + 4), and tLr as line of multiplicity
2 i ( n - l ) .

Each of the double chords must meet the curve of intersection
°f pUu, pU,,' in two points, and these are double pairs both of Tip_l

and of the new transformation. They lie on the surface of
involutive point pairs. If the transformation of the chord system
of 23 into itself possess a surface of self-corresponding chords, there
will be an involutive point pair on each of its generators, namely,
the double pairs of the involution determined by the two point
pairs in which the chord meets pUu, VU,'.

Completely Involutive Transformation.

If the surfaces PUH, pUn' also coincide, the transformation
becomes involutive throughout, and the common surface pUn is a
surface of double points.

§11. Particular Cases.

For the two cases in which w3, w3' are degenerate (§ 5) the above
results are modified as follows :—

(a) 23, X/ composed of a, line o-j, <ri and a conic 22, 22'.

The transformation is of order ( 2 p + l ) n - 2 . pUn, pUn' are
each of order (2p + 1) n - (2p+ 2), and have 2S, 22' as curves of
multiplicity pn-l(p+l), and o-j, o-j' lines of multiplicity

The ^-curves are of order (2p+ \)n(n- 1), and the ^-surfaces
corresponding to them of order (4p + 2) (n — 1). These surfaces
have 22, 23' as curves of multiplicity 2p (n - 1) and o-j, cr,' as lines
of multiplicity (2p+ 2) (n - 1).
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The .F-surface corresponding to * is of order (2^+1)71-3,

having 22 (22) as curves of multiplicity pn - 2, and <r^, a1 as
lines of multiplicity (p + 1) n — 2.

The ̂ -surfaces corresponding to o-j, a-/ are of order (2p + 1) (n - 1),

and have _2, as curves of multiplicity n (p + 1) - (p + 1), and o-r, cr/

as lines of multiplicity pn - (p + 1).

(b) 23, 23' composed of lines crx <r2 o-3, o-/ o-2' o-3'.
The transformation is of order 2np - 1. pUn, pUn' are of order

2j»» - 2p, and have (o^ o-2 o-3, o-/ o-2' cr3') as lines of multiplicity

The incurves are of order 2pn(n-\), and the corresponding
i^-surfaces of order 4p (n - 1). These surfaces have o ^ cr3 (cr/ o-2' cr3')
as lines of multiplicity 2p (n - 1).

The i^-surfaces corresponding to <rl (&•{) are of order 2p — 2, and
the surfaces corresponding to o-2 cr3 (<r2' cr3') are of order 2np - 2p. On
the latter surfaces o-j (o-/) are lines of multiplicity p - 1 and o-2 (cr2)
lines of multiplicity 2np - 2p - 1.

§ 12. Non-Reversible Transformations.
In the above doubly infinite series of reversible transformations

the surfaces pUn, pUn' have been similar surfaces.
We may, however, suppose them to be degenerate.
As a single example we shall take a form for pUn consisting of a

ruled Sim having 23 as curve of multiplicity in, and a surface pXnm

of order (2JD + 2) n - (2p + 4 + 2m) having 23 as curve of multiplicity
(p+ l)n - (JJ + 3 + m), and {Lr as line of multiplicity i(n-2).
We shall also suppose that %Lr is a line of multiplicity i on 52m.

Slm plays no part proper in the transformation.
pXnm transforms by T^^ into a surface of order

(2p + 2) n - 2p (m + 1) + 2p2 - 6,
having 23' as curve of multiplicity (p+l)n-p(m+l) +p2 - 4, and
iLr as line of multiplicity i(n + p -m — 1).

The order of the transformation from (l)->(2) is

and from (2)-> (1) it is
(2p + 2)n-2p(m-p)-5.
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The incurve in (1) is of order
2n2 (p + 1) - 2n [(p + 1) (p + m) + 2] - (3p + m) (p -H m) + 3,

and the /"-surfaces of order 4(p + l ) ra -4 (p + m+l ) . I t has 23 as
curve of multiplicity 2 (p + l)ra— 2 (p + in + 1), and f£r as line of
multiplicity 2% (n - 2).

The ^"-curve in (2) is of order
2nt(p + l) + pm + p + 2m-7n + mi- Znp + inp1

- 2mp" + 2nmpi - 2nm - 7,
and the i^-surfaces of order 4(p+ l)n- 4(rn+ typ + ip3- 8. I t
has 23' as curve of multiplicity 2 (p + l ) n - 2(n»+ l)p + 2p* - 4,
and jZr' as line of multiplicity 2% (n + p - m - 1).

The order of the J'-snrface corresponding to 23' is

4 (p + 1) n - \mp + 4p! - 2p - 10,
and the order of the surface which corresponds to 23 is

4 (p + 1) TI - (4m + 2p + 6).
From this example it is evident that a complete account of the

general non-reversible transformation would be of very great
complexity.

Two results can, however, be stated in a simple form.
When the spaces are superposed :—
(a) The number of double pairs is in general A. + p + 2 where A.

and JX are the orders of the transformation ( l)-»(2) and (2)-»(l)
respectively.

(6) In the partially involutive transformations the order of the
surface of involutive point pairs is X + //. - 4p.

The corresponding results for the reversible transformation are
obtained at once by putting X = fi — (2p + 2) n - 3.

It need hardly be mentioned that the non-reversible trans-
formations are much more numerous than the reversible trans-
formations.

§ 13. Some General Observations on the Reversible Trans-
formations.

By assigning the value 1 to n in the expression (2p + 2) n — 3
we get 2p - 1, and hence the base transformations are themselves
the simplest of the general series of reversible transformations.
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If we assign the values 1, 2 for p and n respectively we get the
simplest of the more general series, namely, a quintic transforma-
tion. This transformation can be treated with complete generality
by elementary methods. The collinear relationship between the
chord systems of S3 and 23' can be established directly by means of
three pencils of conicoids and the point-to-point correspondence
between the spaces (1) and (2) can be completed by means of a
correlative transformation between the points and planes of (1)
and (2).

The series given by 4 w - 3 ( p = l ) in general exhibits a strong
analogy to another series of transformations given by Noether
and de Faolis. In this latter series we have in each space a
.F-point of order m - 1 and a 7>7-curve of order w(w- l ) which
passes through it. The bundles of lines through the i?"-points are
connected by a collinear relationship. Corresponding to the
i^-points we have .^-surfaces of order n-\, and to the incurves
conical surfaces of order 2 (n - 1) having their vertices at the
jP-points.

In the above series the cubics 23, 23' play rdles analogous to the
^"-points and the bundles of lines through these points to the chord
systems of 23 and 23'.
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